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Experimental spectra of radio noise in the band of about 50 to 100 cycles per second 
have been obtained by means of digital processing. Due to the long integration times which 
were used, the statistical uncer tainty in the estimates of power was reduced to about 3 per
cent (0.13 d ecibel). It was hoped in t his way to observe maximum in the spectrum dne to 
excitation of higher resonant modes of t he earth-ionosphere cavity (for the accuracy of these 
data, su ch peaks should be observed if t he Q of the cavity were 10 or greater at these fre
quencies) . No statistically significant evidence of these cavity effects was found. 

1. Introduction 

It hfl,s been oonjectured for so me time that physical 
effects should be observable due to the resonant 
modes of the cavity formed by the earth and the 
D-Iayer of t he ionosphere. The fundamental mod e 
of a cavity of these dimensions has a frequency, 
il (principally determined by the circumference of 
the earth ratber t han the height of the ionosphere) 
of about 10.6 cps [1]. 2 (This estimate depends some
what on t he assumed effective conductivity of the 
ionosphere, as does the frequency response, or Q of 
the cavity.) Higher modes obey the relation 

f· = f !n(n+ 1) 
. n 1 -V 2 

(1) 

for n> 3 or so. 

If we assum e that the radio noise in this part of 
the spectrum is the result of excitation of the cavity 
by sources whose spectrum changes smoothly over 
intervals of several cycles, then we may expect the 
response of the cavity to produce bumps in the 

, received noise spectrum, the maximums occurring 
at the mode frequencies, i n, and the effective width 
of the bumps or, alternatively, the peak-to-valley 
ratio, being determined by the Q of the cavity. 

This paper is a description of a preliminary 
attempt to observe these cavity effects . As will be 
explained in the next section, this attempt was made 

, in the frequency range above 50 cps, due to equip
ment limitations, which implies (eq (1» a measure
ment of higher modes (at lea,st the seven th), hence 
at best an indirect attack on the basic problem. 
Another advantage of operating at these higher 
frequencies is that the measured fields arc still prin
cipally due to radiation from sferics. At lower 

I Contribution from Lincoln Laboratory, a technical center operated by Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology with the joint support of the Army, Navy, and 
Ail' Force; paper presented at Conference on the Propagation of ELF Radio 
Waves, :Bouldcr, Colo., Jan. 25, 1960. 

2 Fignres in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 

frequencies, probably including the lowest couple of 
modes, th.e noise is largely due Lo motions of local 
atmospheric charges [2] and to that extent would not 
exhibit caviLy resonances. D espite this disadvantage, 
t he in Legration techn ique used here is capable of 
eli playing small power differences which would 
resul t from only a part of the noise exhibiLing cavity 
effects, and future work will be attempted at the 
lower frequencies to avoid the ambiguities arising 
at the higher ones. 

2 . Experimental Procedure 

I t was decided for this first attempt to record some 
radio noise on tape so that it could then be digitalized 
and processed on a large scale digiLal computer (the 
IBM 709 machine at L incoln Lab. ). Early obser
vations of the low portion of the audio spectrum 
showed, as might be expected, that most of the 
power was contained in naITO'''' bands at 60 cps, 180 
cps, etc. To avoid th is problem, portable equipment 
was assembled so that t he recording could be made 
far from hum-producing pO\vedines. Such a spot 
was found on the Kankamagus Highway between 
Conway and Lincoln, N.H. One tape was taken on 
23 October 1959 (in a light rain) and four more tapes 
(as well as a test tape of 100 cps) were recorded on 
a return trip on 11 November 1959. 

A block diagram of the equipment is shown in 
figure 1. The noise signals were received by a 24-ft 
vertical whip. (The feature which all the cavity 
modes share, regardless of mode number and direc
tion of the sources, is a vertical electric field, so a 
vertical whip was chosen as the antenna.) The an
tenna fed into a low-pass fil ter which eut off at about 
75 kc to prevent the input stages from being over
loaded by strong radio signals at HF, resulting in 
nonlinearities which would put their modulation into 
the measurement region. Also at the base of the 
antenna was a cathode follower which fed the signal 
to a low-pass filter with a 500-cps cutoff and then 
through 250 ft of cable to the battery-powered audio 
amplifier. A further filter cut the signal off at about 
200 cps so that the signal put on tape at a fixed re-
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FIG URE 1. Recording equipment. 

cording level would have a larger power per unit 
bandwidth. The signal was finally recorded on a 
battery-operated tape recorder with a spring-driven 
motor, whose low-frequency response fell off around 
50 cps. 

The root mean square radio noise voltage in the 
band below 200 cps was found by comparison with 
the calibrated 100-cps source to be between >~ and 1 
mv. The recording of this same sine wave indicated 
fluctuations in the tape recorder speed of the order 
of 1 percent. 

3 . Digital Processing 

Sections of tape somewhat over 10 min long were 
selected from each of the tapes already mentioned 
and from a tape of vacuum tube noise recorded by 
the same system. These were sampled at a rate of 
468% cps, and the samples were converted to 6-bit 
numbers (32 levels positive and negative) and re
corded on tape which could be read directly into the 
IBM 709 computer. 

A program was written for the 709 to perform the 
digital equivalent of the analog operations sho'wn in 
figure 2. The impulse response of the I -cps filter is 
taken to be 

h(t) = cos wt (2) 

FIGURE 2. Analog of digi tal processing. 

The output of such a filter for an input signal x(t) is 

y(t) = i~l X(T) cos W(t - T) dT (3) 

=(i~ l x( T) cos WT dT) cos wt 

+(i~ l X(T) sin WT dT) sin wt 

==u(t) cos wt+v(t) sin wt 

where u and v are defined by the previous line. The 
narrow band noise represented by eq (3) may be 

rewritten 

y(t )=A(t) cos (wt+ ¢(t)) (4) 

where the (low-pass) ampli tude A(t) is, from (3), 

Finally, the power at w= 27ff is estimated from 

(constant factors may be neglected since we consider 
only the power at one frequency relative to another). 
The program finds u and v from the input tape, x(t), 
squares and adds them and finally integrates to find 
P. All the integrals are, of course, taken to be sums 
over the sample points . 

Since x(t) is a sample of (we assume) a stationary 
random process the derived quantity P is a random 
variable. Its mean value, E(P), is the quantity we 
seek. It is shown in the appendix that for gaussian 
noise the standard deviation, uCP) , of this estimate 
of the power is related to its mean by 

(7) 

where W is the I-cps bandwidth of the filter and T 
the integration time. For our parameters, TH'= 
600 , so ([ jE(P ) :=:o:.03( ± 0.13 db). (It should be i 

pointed out that the noise was not quite gaussian, 
due apparently to impulsive peaks. These short I 

peaks, which occurred 3 or 4 percent of the time were J 

clipped so as to allow the normal noise a wider range 
of quantized values. Analysis shows that this '1 
should cause an insignificant change in the spectrum.) 

As a test of the digital system (conversion and 
machine processing) the program was run fiTst on 
the 100-cps sine wave . The broken curve in figure 
3 is the spectrum of the filter defined in eq (2) and 
centered at 100 cps. ' (As the reader may observe, 
the separation between nulls, which is the same as the 
separation between the frequencies f at which P was 
estimated is slightly smaller than 1 cps. This was 
done for programing convenience.) If the input 
signal were a pure sine wave, the samples P would 
fall on this curve. As previously noted, the recorded 
test sine wave varied in frequ ency. The solid curve 
in figure 3 shows the response to be expected if the ~ 
frequency of the input wave were uniformly distrib
uted over a 2-cycle range, or about ± 1 percent. 
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FIGU RE 3. Comparison of com pll ted and theoretical power for 
test sin e wave. 

(This is undoubtedly not precisely the case, bu t is 
r epresentative of the averaging behavior of such 
variations .) The program outputs , P , are shown by 
crosses. It would appear that the digital system 
-opera ted properly. 

On e frequency far removed from 100 cps was also 
examined to find the noise level of the system. The 
power at that frequency was some 40 db below that 
at the frequen cy of the sine wave. Since there are 
somewhat over 100 frequency bands, 1 cycle wide, 
-on the tape, and the sine wave was recorded at 
roughly the same power level as the radio noise, we 
may expect that the radio noise power is about 
20 db over the system noise in any band. 

One more statistical co nsideration deserves men
tion. If the (effec tively) I-cps fil ter of figure 2 (the 
dashed curve of fig. 3) is compared with one centered 
at the next sampling frequency, separated from the 
fu'st by 1 cps, i t will be seen that there is some overlap 
in the two filter responses . Thus when a noise 
waveform is passed through these two filters, they 
r espond to some extent Lo the same noise components, 
and the resulting spcctrum estimates are therefore 
not statistically independent. I t can b e shown that 
the correlation is proportional to the in tegral of the 
product of the two filter spectra [3). For neighbor-

\- ing frequ encies this correlation turns out to be 0.15, 
actually a rather low correlation. Estimates of the 
noise spectrum separated by 2 cps or more are, of 
course, much less correlated . 

4. Results 
Some representative r esults of m.achine computa

tions are shown in figures 4, 5, and 6. The ordinate 
in each curve is the power P on a linear scale (arbi
trary units) as a function of the frequency. The 
calculated values are at frequencies separated by 
approximately one cycle and t he points are joined by 
line segm.ents for easier legibility. 

The most obvious feature of the spectra in figures 5 
~? and 6 is the peak: due to hUlll pickup at 60 cps (\vhich 
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FIGUR], 4. Com puted s pectTum of vacuum tube noise , 
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FIG U HE 5, Computed s pectrum of tape Tec01'ded at 10:46 pm, 
11 November 1969. 
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is actually quite small, amounting to less than 3-db F I GUR E 6. Computed s pectrum of tape recorded at 3 :30 pm, 
increasc in a I-cps band). Aside from these, there 11 November 1969. 
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are no very pronounced differences in power over 
distances of a few cycles. The largest peak-to-valley 
ratio is that nefLr 70 cps in figure 6, which is about 
15 percent (0 .6 db), while aLnost all the other fluctua
tion are of the order of the predicted 3 percen t 
stfL tistical variations (as are, naturally, those of the 
test noise in fig. 4). W e may thus conclude tha t there 
is no statistically significant evidence here of cavity 
effects. 

Cer tain regularities do appear in figure 6 however , 
,vhich, despite the small size of the fluctua tions, 
at tract some a t tention . Including the one alluded 
to in the preceding paragraph, the peaks occur a t 
63 , 69 , 75, 81 , and 87 cps. (With some self-convinc
ing th e reader may see equally un significan t sub
stantiating evidence at 8 7 cps in figure 5 and in 
some of the ot her curves no t shown here.) From 
the expression (eq (1» for the mode frequencies we 
find 

(8) 

and using the 6 cps here indicated for !::"j, we derive 
jl :::0:8 .5 cps, which seems rather low. The fre
qu encies themselves are consistent with the condition 
that they be mul tiples of the quantity !::"j by integers 
plus one-half. If we accep t the shape of the C0111-

parfLtively pronounced peaks of figure 6 we may, by 
a computation involving t he superposition of identi
cal , periodically spaced resonance curves, compute 
the (op timistic) value of Q:::o: I0 for th ese "modes ." 
This is just about th e limit for these calculations, 
since the peak-to-valley ra tio for a set of modes with 
Q less than abou t 9 would be smaller t han that due 
to random changes . 

Unfortun ately , we can accep t these figures only 
as intriguing possibilities or, more probably, as 
ano t her demonstra tion of how easy it is to find non
existent periodicities in spectra . We canno t over
emphasize that only one of these peaks is of a size 
to be consider ed statist ically significan t, and the 
reader may find other "peaks" which do no t fall in 
the conjectured sequence. The conclusion must be, 
as previously stated, t hat to the limit of these meas
urements, no good evidence of cavity effects has been 
observed. The decisive tes ts have still to be con
ducted , possibly with longer in tegra tion time, 
defini tely at frequen cies nearer , if no t at, the 
fundamental frequency. 

5 . Appendix 
We wish to determine the mean and standard 

devia tion of the estimate, P, of the power of a narrow 
band gaussian noise 

y (t )= u (t ) cos wt + v(t) sinwt (Al) 
where 

(A2) 

u and v are taken to b e stationary low-pass gaussian 
processes, both with mean value E (u )= O, mean 
square E(u 2)= 1 and autocorrelation E[u(t)U(t + T)] 
= pH. Clearly 

E(P) = IT[E(U2)+ E(v2) ] dt = 2T (A3) 

E (p 2) = i T i T[E (U2(S)U2( t » + E (V2(S)V2( t » 

+ E (u 2(s)V2(t» + E (u 2(t )V2(s)] dsdt . (A4) 

Let us assume that the spectrum of y et) is sym
metric about w, so that E (u (s)v( t » = O. Using a 
standard result about the four th moment of gaussian 
noise [4], we obtain 

E (P 2) = 4T2+4iT i Tp2(S - t )dsdt. (A5) 

Thus 

()' 2(P )= E (P 2)- E 2(P )=4J:T i 7> (S - t )dsdt (A6) 

= 8 T J:7
' (I -T) p2(r )clr. 

F or the filter output ",Te are considering, i t can be 
shown either directly from eq (3) or by Fourier
transforming the spectrum in figure 3 that 

(A7) 

where TV is the bandwidth of the fil ter (in this case 
1 cps) . Since TH'» l , we may neglect r /T in 
comparison with unity . Therefore 

gnTll1g 

(7) 

"iVe are very gr a tefu l to M . Freimer , who wro te 
the 709 program discussed in section 3. "iVe would 
also like to thank W . 'Rutkowski and J . B . Steele, 
who performed th e sampling and digital conversion 
and recording on IBM tape. 
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